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HOURS THROUGH DEC 19TH:  WED — SAT FROM 12 — 5 PM AND BY APPOINTMENT

TYPOLOGY PROJECTS is pleased to present our inaugural  
exhibition. Featuring an immersive video installation and new  
limited edition photo series, ERRATIC ROOM | LYLA RYE will  
open in conjunction with Artscape Youngplace’s grand opening  
on November 19, 2013. An exhibition catalogue with original  
curatorial essay and a small limited-print edition will accompany 
the show. Future exhibition-related events include a catalogue 
launch, film screening, curator’s and artist’s talks, and a family- 
friendly holiday workshop. 

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Lyla Rye is Toronto-based artist who began her studies in  
architecture. She studied at University of Waterloo, York  
University (BFA 1989), and the San Francisco Art Institute  
(MFA 1994) and currently works in installation, video,  
and photography with an interest in our experience of  
architectural space. She is a sessional faculty member  
in the Art and Art History joint program between Sheridan  
College and University of Toronto Mississauga and the  
founder of Mentor Lyla Rye. 

ABOUT THE INSTALLATION

One wants a room with no view, so imagination and memory  

can meet in the dark. 
— Annie Dillard 

Featuring immersive projections of altered architectural and  
urban apertures, enclosures, edges and experiences, ERRATIC 

ROOM constitutes an off-kilter vision of the world just beyond  
our walls. Out-of-sync sounds, unmoored from the images  
and actions they originally corresponded to, reverberate with 
an echo or foreshadowing of past and future uncertain events. 
Simultaneously delimiting and expanding the boundaries  
of the space it occupies, ERRATIC ROOM begets a similarly  
confounding effect upon our imaginations and memories. From 
our cloistered vantage point within the darkened room, the  
enveloping projections assume the form and function of  
apparitional windows on an unsettled world. 

ABOUT TYPOLOGY

TYPOLOGY is a new not-for-profit project space devoted to  
artistic and curatorial research and experimentation in the  
production of exhibitions, editions, and related events.  
Please contact Shani K Parsons at info@typology.ca or visit  
www.typology.ca for more information. 
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